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ISO-20-foot-1CC monobloc container with fully equipped single cabins (with shower and toilet) 
 

MOD.  CONSI20-5CC-PR2 
a) Sturdy carrying structure of bent aluminum profiles (alloy 6082) welded in the 

joints to form a self-supporting monobloc shelter, complete with ISO corner 
blocks positioned according to ISO standards. 

b) Transportable with all systems compatible with ISO containers and/or with 
normal vehicles with appropriate anchoring. 

c) platforms and steps for access, made entirely of aluminum, removable from the 
structure. 

d) Stainless steel floor with non-slip adhesive strips on water-repellent multilayer 
wood panel. 

e) Electro Galvanized grates flush with the floor, on recessed stainless-steel drip 
pans. 

f) Partitions made of insulated aluminum panels and/or coated laminate, without 
retaining profiles, therefore perfectly able for disinfecting. 

g) External walls of sandwich panels with double aluminum sheet of 1mm thickness 
and a polyurethane insulation of 40mm. 

h) Exterior windows made of aluminum profiles and "polycarbonate glazing" and 
panic bars on the doors. 

i) separate entrances for each individual cabin, separate equipment room with 
lockable aluminum door and ventilation. 

j) Each cabin is equipped with a tilting window in the rear wall. 
k) awning for covering the access area (on request). 
l) painting with selected RAL colors and finishing with first-class quality materials. 

1. External power supply 220 V (or 380 V) via protected CEE plug. 
2. Internal electrical panel for external branches and distributions to various users, such 

as lighting and sockets with appropriate safety devices in accordance with applicable 
regulations. 

3. Earthing system with connection and relative piles. 
4. Separate room with appropriate dimensions, accessible from outside equipped with: 

industrial hot water boiler, plant control, various accessories, discharges and 
distributions. 

5. The 5 separate cabins are equipped as follows: 
➢ Toilet area: At the rear of the cabin there is a toilet with a cistern system and 

related accessories, as well as wall-mounted hair dryer, coat hooks and storage 
shelves. 

➢ Shower area: Immediately at the entrance to the cabin there is a sliding curtain that 
protects the clothes hooks on the door from moisture, while at the bottom there is 
a grille that is flush with the floor and serves as a shower tray. 

➢ Partition walls: A small wall is used to divide the two interior areas, which has a 
wall-mounted sink in its corner and a mirror. 

6. Hydraulic system with external connection, 160-liter industrial electric boiler, timed 
mixer taps, water drainage system, all with quick couplings and flexible piping. 

7. a wall fan in each cabin with automatic switching (on request). 
8. Pipes, flexible tanks and sewage treatment pump (on request for occasional use) and 

external connection accessories for discharges. 

 

Price: ex works Gruaro (Venice), Italy 
 

1. MOD. CONSI20-5CC-PR2 (with showers and WC as described above): ..... €uro/Stk. ______________ + VAT 
 

 
 


